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Let R denote a commutative local ring with maximal idea1 m and residue 
field k = R/m. Let I’ be a symplectic space over R. In this paper we determine 
the group automorphisms of the symplectic group Sp,( V) when n > 6, the 
characteristic of k is not 2, and k is not the finite field of three elements. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
In 1948 Hua [5] determined the automorphisms of Sp,( V) where V is a 
symplectic space over a field R. By 1955, with DieudonnC [4], it couId be 
said that the study of the symplectic group over a division ring was virtually 
complete. Also in 1955, Reiner [lo] described the automorphisms of Sp,,,(V) 
over the ring of rational integers. Shortly afterwards Wan announced that he 
had found the automorphisms of Sp,,(V) over a commutative Euclidean 
domain of characteristic not 2 when n > 6. In 1968, O’Meara [X] described 
all automorphisms of Sp,,(V) over any commutative integral domain of any 
characteristic when n >, 4. In this paper we determine the automorphisms of 
Sp,( V) over a commutative local ring R with maximal ideal m. Our attention 
is restricted to the cases where the characteristic of R/m is not 2, R/m is not 
the field of 3 elements, 12 > 6, and Sp,(V) is the statldard symplectic group. 
The method is to determine the images of certain involutions and with 
this determine the image of transvections under the automorphisms. Some 
of the above approaches are highly computational. However, modifying 
the recent work by Ojanguren and Sridharen [7] on the fundamental theorem 
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of projective geometry for commutative rings, we are able to adapt the 
beautiful approach of O’Meara. We conclude that the automorphisms of 
Sp,( V) over a local ring R are of the following type. If fl is a group automor- 
phism of .S”,( V), then /l(u) = x(u) gag-r f or u in Sp,( V) where g is a semi- 
linear isomorphism of I’ onto 1’ and x is a homomorphism of S&( 17) into 
its center. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R denote a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field K = R/m. 
Throughout this paper assume the characteristic of k is not 2 and k is not the 
finite field of three elements. Let r be a symplectic space, that is, a free 
R-module, of R-dimension n with associated bilinear form CD. Assume also 
that n > 6. The bilinear form CD is assumed to be nonsingular and, of course, 
satisfying @(x, X) = 0 for all x in b7. Often instead of @(x, y) we write (x, y). 
A submodule U of V is called a suBspnce if U is a direct summand of v. 
Further, a subspace U is called nonisotFopic if & IcT : U + U* is an isomor- 
phism where U* denotes the R-dual of U and c&, : V -+ V* is given by 
&p(~)(y) = ( y, x). We note that our definition of subspace is weaker than 
Klingenberg’s [6] but that our nonisotropic spaces are equivalent to Klingen- 
berg’s, 
The elementary facts concerning symplectic spaces over local rings are 
given by Klingenberg [6]. 
A pair {x, y} of elements of I; satisfying (x, y) = 1 is called hyperbokc. 
A hyperbolic pair spans a subspace of dimension two in T7 called a hyperbolic 
plane. It is easy to show, e.g. [6], that a symplectic space is an orthogonal 
direct sum of hyperbolic planes. Hence the dimension of I’ is even and P 
possesses a basis {pi , y1 ,..., xr , y,,} (n = 2r) such that relative to this basis 
the matrix Mat(@) of the form CD is 
R/Iat(G) = diag [[_“I A],..., [ol i]]. 
Such a basis is called a hJ/perboZic basis of v. If the basis elements are permuted 
such that 
the basis is called symplectic. 
An R-isomorphism u: V - V satisfying (x, y) = (ax, uy) for all x and y 
in 1’ is called an isometry. The group Sp.,( V) of isometries of V is called the 
symplectic group over V. 
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To determine the group automorphisms of Sp,( V) a few remarks on the 
normal subgroup structure of 5&(V) are necessary. (See [6].) If J is an ideal 
of R (J f R), V/JV . 1s naturally a symplectic space over R/J under the 
induced bilinear form. The canonical morphisms R + R/J and V + k7/JV 
induce a natural surjective group morphism h,: Sp,,( V) ---f Sp,,( V7/JV). The 
general congruence subgroup GSP,~(L’) mod& J of Sp,( V) is the group 1~;~ 
(center of Sp,(V/ JV). The special congruence subgroup SSp,( V) module J 
is the group lz;l(1) = kernel of h, . 
The only normal proper subgroups of Sp,(V) are the above congruence 
subgroups. Further SSp,( V, J) = commutator [Sp,,( V), GSp,(V, J)]. Using 
this the following is straightforward. 
~EiMiMA 2.1. The subgroups GSp,,( V, m) and SSp,,( V, m) aye characteristic 
subgroups of SP,~( V) under t?ze group automorphisms of Sp,( Vj. 
Since SSp,( V, ~FZ) is characteristic and SSp,( V, ITE) = ker(Sp,z(V) --f 
Sp,( F’/mV)), if /I is an automorphism of Sp,( V) then 11 induces naturally an 
automorphism ./f of Sp,( V/mV) such that the following diagram is commu- 
tative: 
Sp,(V) ;l + Sp,( V) 
1 
” I7 
Sp,( V/mV) I2 
i 
&L 
____f Sp,( VjmV). 
However, the form of d is well known (see [2] or [S]), A(e) = x(O)gYg-r 
for all 0 in Sp,( V/m V) where g is a semilinear k-isomorphism of V/m V and x 
is a group morphism of Sp,( V/mV) . t m o i s t center. Our purpose is to show 
this form of d may be lifted to /l. 
An element u in Sp,,( V) is an involution if ~9 = i, . With each involution o 
there may be associated two submodules of V: 
U = U(U) = {x in V / 0x = --xl, 
W = TV(o) = (x in V / 0.v = x>. 
Since the characteristic of K = R/m is not 2, 1 + 1 = 2 is a unit in R. It is 
then a standard argument to show that 
is the orthogonal direct sum of 17 and W. The index of C, denoted ind(u), 
is defined by 
ind(o) = min{dim U, dim IV}. 
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Since under h,,: Sp,( V) -+ Sp,( V/mV), ind(u) = ind(h,a) an application 
of (*) gives the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let .Ttt) = (o in Sp,( V) 1 u is an involution of index t} and A 
be an autonwrphism of Sp,( V). Then AI(,) = Ift) . 
Suppose an involution u determines the splitting u: V = U J- IV. If p 
is in Sp,*(V), then /3&l is an involution with spaces /3U and /3W. Further 
/!u = c$ifandonlyif/3UC Uand/?IV-C W. 
Induction on 1z will prove the following. 
LEMMA 2.3. A set X of involutions in Sp,( V) is pairwise commuting ;f and 
only zy V splits into planes, 
such that each inoohtion u in X has the form u Ipj = &ipj , 1 < j < P. 
3. TRANSECTIONS 
An element a in Vis unimodular if a satisfies any of the following equivalent 
conditions: 
(1) g,,a # 0 where g,: V ---f V/m V is the natural projection; 
(2) L = Ra is an R-direct summand of V; 
(3) There is a 4 in V* with 4(a) = 1; 
(4) The mapping h: R + V by h(r) = ra is a split monomorphism. 
A one-dimensional summand of V is called a lilac. A summand of dimension 
n - 1 of V is called a hyperplane. 
A (symplectic) framvection 7 of V is an element of S&(V) satisfying any of 
the following equivalent conditions: 
(1) TX = x + h(a, x)a for all n in V where h is in R and a is a unimodular 
element in V. 
(2) There is a line L in V such that TX - x is in L for all x in V. 
(3) There is a hyperplane H in V such that 7 IH is the identity. 
The line L is called a line of 7 and the hyperplane H is called a hyperplune 
of 7. The above transvection is denoted by T,,~ . If X is a unit of R then 
7 = T,,~ is called a regular transvection. When 7 = T,,~ is a regular transvection 
thenL=RaandH=(Ra)“={xinV~(x,a)=O}={xinV](x,L)=O} 
are unique. The following are now easily proved (see [S]). 
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(1) Let T,,X be a transvection. Then OT~,,,C+ = T,,,,, for every (T in 
SP*(V)- 
(2) Let 7u.n be a regular transvection. If TV,@ is a transvection with 
TV,.\ = T~,~ , then there exists a unit cy in R satisfying a == olb and Z+ = A. 
(3) Let rl an d 7s be transvections with the same line. Then -rr~? is a 
transvection. 
(4) Let T,,,) be a regular transvection. Then 
a,,, = TV,,\ if and only if b = &a. 
i?) :.,, = T~,,~ if and only if X = p. 
(5) Let T1 an d TV be regular transvections. Then -rl and 7: commute if 
and only if their lines are orthogonal. 
(6) Let T,,~ be a regular transvection and C(T) = {o in sp,,( vj / UT = TO> 
be the centralizer of T. Then 
c(T) = {U in s&(v) 1 ua = ia>. 
(7) Let rl and ~a be regular transvections. Then C(,,) = C(-ra) if and 
only if Tl and TV have the same line. 
The cornerstone of the automorphism theory is given by the next result.. 
Recall 12 > 6. 
THEOREM 3.1. If A is an automorphism of Sp,( Y) and 7 is a regukcm tpans- 
vection, then AT is a regular transvection. 
Proof. Let 7 = 7’cr,n be a regular transvection. Since the element a is 
unimodular, there is a hyperbolic basis of rf, say .[a = x1 , yr ,..., x, , yl.], 
with T’ = PI 1 ... 1 P, where Pi = Rxi @ Ryl for 1 < i .<, Y. Thus the 
lineof~isinP,.LetT=r’lr. 
Choose G to be an involution of index 2 whose plane contains L, say 
u = -ipI I ip, I . .. l. ip, . Let .Z = (la. By (2.2) Z is an involution of 
index 2 and thus 2 determines an orthogonal splitting of v, Z : V = P 1 N 
with dimP = 2. Further 7 and (T permute and hence ZT = TX This 
implies TP L P and TN C N. 
The initial aim is to show T2 is the identity on N. This takes several steps. 
Select an involution 2 (+ AZ) (since n > 6) of index 2 which permutes 
with 2. Then ,Y determines a splitting 2’ : V = P’ J- N’ with plane P’. 
We claim TP’ = P’. To show this, note rl-l is an automorphism of Sp,(t/); 
thus /l-lZ’ is an involution of index 2, A-1Z’ f +s and (fFE:‘ju = cr(A-l-Z’). 
By (2.3) there is a splitting of P into planes, TT = Q1 1 ... 1 Qr , where 
o /oj = &iaj and (A-lZ’) IQ5 = +io, for 1 <j < Y. Without loss we may 
assume the plane of (T is 0, = PI and the plane of A-1,Z’ is 0, , i.e., their 
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planes are orthogonal. Then .(fl-i,Z’) = (/I-~.Z’)T and hence TZT’ = FT. Thus 
TP’ C P’ and TN’ _C N’. Since T is an isomorphism TP’ = P’ and TN’ = N’. 
Next we show T = -J+ on P’. Suppose P’ is spanned by the hyperbolic 
pair {o, w>. Recall P’ C N and consider the line L = Ru (similarly L = Rw). 
Since 72 > 6, there is an element u in the hyperbolic basis of I’ with u not 
in P or P’ and u in N. Let J = R(zc + v) and observe 
(a> J C N 
(‘~1 JLL, 
(4 J $ P’, 
(4 J L P. 
Let C$ be a regular transvection in Sp,( CT) having line J and set 2” = &?Y@‘. 
Then 2” is an involution of index 2, Z” f *Z and the plane of Z” is 
P” = +P’. As in the above paragraph we conclude TP” = P”. Thus 
T(P’ n P”) = P’ n P”. It is straightforward to check that L = P’ n $P’ = 
P’n P”. Hence TL = L. That is, T(Rv) = Rv and similarly T(Rw) = Rw. 
Since T is R-linear there esist rv and ~~ in R such that T(x) = r,x and T(y) = 
r,,,,y for all x in Rv and y in Rw. Since (7~ + w, w} is also a hyperbolic pair 
spanning P’, the above argument implies there is an element ~~~~~ such that 
T(z) = F.,+,G for all x in R(v + w). Then r,+,(z, + ZO) == T(v + w) = 
Tn + Tw = I’,D + T,.w. Hence ru = r.&, = r,+, = r. Then I = (21, w) = 
(TV, Tw) = (YZI, YW) q = r2. Since 2 is a unit in R, the polynomial x” - 1 has 
only &I as zeros. Thus T Ip, = &tip, . 
Let ui = (G,) I ... I (ipj-,) I C-G) I (Gj+J 1. ... -L (G,) for 1 <cj < r 
and let S = {ut ,..., c,]. Let PI’ ,..., P,.’ be the planes of the involutions 
Wl ,a.., flu,}. Applying the above argument with 2’ each of flua ,..., do,, 
conclude that T lpjt = +iPj, for 2 < j < r. 
Thus T’ acts as the identity on M = P2’ 1 ... 1 P,.‘. This completes 
our first claim. 
The plane PI has a hyperbolic basis (xi , yi} and the plane P2 has a hyper- 
bolic basis {x2 , yaj. Let J’ be the line J’ = R(x, + a$. Then 
(a) J’ ILsinceL = Rq, 
(b) J’ e Pl 7 
(4 /’ 4L Pl * 
Let 6 be a regular transvection with line J’. Let a, = 806-r. Then 
(4 u,, is an involution of index 2, 
(b) The plane of q, is PO = 6P, 
(4 L c PO , 
(4 00 + Ib. 
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Thus o and o,, are distinct involutions of index 2 with proper plane containing 
L. Let Z = 40 and Z,, = do,. Then Z and ZO determine splittings of 
b’ : 2 : T’ = P 1 N and .Z,, : P = PO 1 N,, . 
Since 2 is a unit of R, set T’ = fl~~,~,~a . Thus, by the above. (T’)’ = fl~~,~ 
acts as the identity on N and NO . 
Let N - 1v and N,, + RO under the natural morphism g,,: I’ + Y!nz1;‘. 
Applying h,: .Sp,( Y) -+ Sp,(c’/~li) to U, a0 and 6 and repeating the above 
arguments, conclude the k-spaces iv and NO of dimension ~a - 2 are distinct. 
Since _v f 57, , there exists an x f 0 in X0 - 1V. Thus a unimodular x 
in Ai, - lV. Let (& ,..., 6,-a]- be a k-basis for m obtained from an R-basis 
(4 ,..., 
-- 
b,-,) of N. Then for some 7, (6; ,..., &n-2 , X, y} is a basis for li/mY. 
If y is a preimage of I, then (b, ,..., b,-, , X, y} is an R-basis for J’. But 
N = Rb, ;$ ... @ Rb,-, and x is in N,, . Since -4~~,~ fixes N and N, , 
AT, A is the identity on the hyperplane H = N 13 RX That is, r‘lr,,, is a 
transvection. Finally, by (*) A((lr T m ,,,,) is nontrivial, so rl~,,~ is regular. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be an automorphism of Sp,,(V). Then A preserves 
transaectiom. 
Proof. Let 7 = T,,,, be a transvection. If h is a unit the result follows from 
(3.1). Suppose X is not a unit. Then TV,,, = ~~~~~~~~~~~~ where i and X - 1 are 
units. Thus ra,r and 7, ,,,- i are regular and hence Ti = AT~.~ and Tz = 
flT,,A-1 are regular transvections. Since C(Q-~,~) = C(T,.~+~), then C(Ti) = 
C(T,). rI‘herefore Ti and T? have the same line and /IT = TIT2 is a trans- 
vection. 
4. ~~UTORPORPHISMS 
Again the characteristic of R/m is not 2, R/m # GF(3)l and dim Ji > 6. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let r be an automorphism of Sp,( Jy) such that $x each trans- 
vection 7 in Sp,( V), r-r is a tra?zs;uection with the same line as 7. Then there 
exists agroup morphism x of Sp,,( V) into its center {+iy> such that r(u) = x(u)” 
for all u in Sp,,( F’). In this case we write r = P, . 
ProoJ Let u be in S’,,(V), L b e a line in I;’ and 7 a regular transvection 
with line L. Then (I’cr)(r~)(r~)-r is a transvection with line (ro)L, while 
r(aTo-1) . is a transvection with line oL. Hence (ru)L = uL and (o-lro)L = L. 
By an argument similar to the one appearing in the proof of (3. l), o+rg = &i,, 
and, consequently, ra = fu. Define x by ru = x(u)a. 
1 We make no explicit use of the hypothesis that R/nt += GF(3) in this paper. 
Klingenberg [6] needed this to show SSp,( F’, J) = commutator [Sp,(T’), GSp,(Y, J)] 
which is necessary for (2.1) and (“). 
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If g is a semilinear isomorphism of V, let Qs denote the mapping defined 
by Qg(u) = gag-l for all u in Sp,( V). 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be an autonwrphism of Spn( V). Then there exist 
automorphisms P, and Gg of Sp,( V) such that 
The proof of (4.2) will follow from a sequence of steps, some of which will 
be labeled as theorems. We begin the proof. 
If L is a line in v, let Y(L) denote the collection of regular transvections 
in Sp,( PJ with line L. Then every element of A( Y(L)) is a regular transvection. 
Let pi and 7% in Y(L) and or’ = 11~~ and ~a’ = ,&a . Since pi and ~a have the 
same line, C(7r) = C(T,). Thus C(T~‘) = C(T~‘) and pi’ and ~a’ have the same 
line. Thus, to L we associate a line L’ in V where A(Y(L)) _C Y(L’). Since kt 
is an automorphism, A( Y(L)) = Y(L’). Let P(V) denote the projective space 
of I/: i.e., the set of all lines in v. The above association L --f L’ determines a 
bijection (Y: P(V) ---f P(V) with CYL = L’. 
The bijection 01 carries orthogonal lines to orthogonal lines. For suppose 
(L, , L,) = 0. Select regular transvections 71 and ~a with lines L, and L, , 
respectively. Since (L, , L,) = 0, 5-1 and ~a commute. Hence A-i and ATE 
commute which implies their respective lines OLL, and EL, are orthogonal. 
Similarly 01-l preserves orthogonality. 
The above argument utilizes the techniques of O’Meara [8]. In the case 
that R is a domain, O’Meara shows by an application of the fundamental 
theorem of projective geometry (in the quotient field of R) there is a semi- 
linear isomorphism of V inducing the above bijection. However, the results 
in [8] do apply to the natural induced bijection cii: P( V/m V) + P( V/m V). 
Thus, for the diagram 
(**I 
where j,,: L = Ra +E = kg, there exists a semilinear isomorphism g: 
V/m V - V/m V such that $ = ?iE for all E in P( V/m V). 
Let H be any hyperplane in 17. Then any line L in H is orthogonal to the 
complement Ho = {X in V / (H, 5) = 0} of H. Hence aJ, is orthogonal to 
ol(HO). Therefore aL is contained in the hyperplane (a(HO))O = H’ and 
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al3 = (EL. /L line in H} _C H’. Suppose H = Re, @ ... @ Re,-l . Then 
there exist fi ,..., f,l-l in V such that 
is commutative for 1 < i < II - 1. Let (0J-I) denote the submodule of 1;7 
generated by czH. The unimodular elements { fl ,..., fn-J modulo mr are 
k-free, contained in H and g,,(Rfl + ... + Rf,,-,) = gm(aH) = g,,zH’ under 
g,: T/---f lr//imv. Thus, since free k-bases lift to minimal R-generating sets, 
{,f, ,..., fnel> is a minimal generating set of H’. In particular, (&) = H’. 
L~mti 4.3. Let N be a subspace of V of R-dimension t < n. Then cc&J) 
is a subspace of dimension t. 
Proof. By the above, the result is true for t = n - 1. By induction, 
assume the lemma for spaces of dimension t + 1 and let N be a subspace of 
dimension t. Observe N = n (M / dim M = t + 1, N C M}. 
Let {b, ,..., b,} be an R-basis for N and g,,lb, = hi for 1 < i < t. For each i. 
there exists bZ’ in WV such that 
Rbi k clRbi = Rb,’ 
is commutative. Then Q = Rb,’ @ ... @ Rb,’ C (aN) C Y. 
The preimages of an extension of (&‘> to a basis of V/mV provide a basis 
lb,‘,..., bt’, b;,, ,..., b.,z’) for li. Let Rbi = 2Rbi’. Then (b, ,..., b,} is an 
R-basis for V. 
Now suppose Q g (C+. Then there is an x: in (aNj - Q of the form 
.Y = zyz, sibi’ with s.~ in R and (st+r ,..., s,,j in the maximal ideal m. Let 
AT&, = (Rb, @ ... @ Rb,) @ Rb,,, for i = 1, 2. Then MC,) is a space of 
dimension t + 1. By hypothesis, c+I%I(~) is a space of dimension t + 1 and 
N C &M(i) . Thus (c&) _C Mo) and consequently x is in Mtjj . But x in 
Mo) for i = 1, 2 implies st+r = stfa = ... = s, = 0. Thus N is in Q--3 
contradiction. We conclude Q = (WV) is a space of dimension t. 
The lemma has two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If P is a plane, then (,P) is a plane. 
&/30/I&3-32 
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COROLLARY 4.5. Let L = Re and Li = Rei , i = 1, 2, be lines in Jr. Then 
LCL,@L,ifandonlyifoJ,CorLi@olLa. c***> 
Ojanguren and Sridharen [7] recently generalized to commutative rings 
the fundamental theorem of projective geometry. In[ 71 a map 01: P(V) + P(V) 
is called a projectivity if a is bijective and for lines L, L, , and L, in P(V) 
LCL,+L,ifandonlyifoJ,Z~-L~+olLa. (****I 
If 01 is a projectivity, then in [7] it is shown there exists a semilinear iso- 
morphism g: J/ - I/ which induces 01, i.e., olRa = Rg(a). However, (***) 
is weaker than (**** ). Fortunately, a careful examination of the proofs in [7] 
will reveal that the added hypothesis that R is local will suffice to achieve the 
conclusion. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 01: P(V) + P(V) be the bjection defined by OJ, = L’ 
where A( Y(L)) = Y(L’). Then thele is a semilinear isomorphism g: I/ ---f Jr suclz 
that gL = L’ for all L in P( Jf). 
Since 01 preserves orthogonal lines so does g. Again, let Gg denote the 
mapping Gg(u) = gag-l for all u in SP,~(J’). It is first necessary to show 
@GP,( J9 C SP,(T’). 
Let X = {x1 ,..., x,} be a symplectic basis for J’with n = 2r. For 1 < i < r, 
set 01~ = (gxi , gx<+,). Then (Xi + Xj, x~+,. - xj+r) = 0 for 1 < j < I and 
1 < i < Y. But xi + x, and xifr - Xjj+r are unimodular if i f j. Therefore 
0 = (gxi , gx<+,) - (gq , gxj+J + (gq , gx,,,) - (gx, , g+). Thus 01~ = o”~ 
and (gxi , gxj+l.) = 016~~ for some IY. in R. Considering cases for 1 < s < n 
and 1 < t < n, it is easy to see (gq , gq) = a(xt , x,) and thus by linearity 
(gx, gy) = 01(x, y) for all x and y in V. 
Let 0 be in S&( J/) and consider dsg(g). Then 
P&4(4? @c7,(4(V)) = kW’(4~ m-‘(Y)> 
= a(ug-‘(x), ug-l(y)) 
= 4g-‘(4, g-w 
= (x,y) 
and Gb,(Sp,( V)) _C Spn( Jr). 
Hence @;’ 0 fl defines an automorphism of Sp,%( V). Let 7 be a transvection 
with line L. Then 11~ is a transvection with line L’ = OLL. Since @;‘(fl~) = 
@+(fl~), (@;’ o A)(?-) is a transvection with line g-IL’ = GIL’ = CAXL = L. 
By (4.1), there is a morphism x: Sp,( J/) + (&iv} such that a;’ o /I = P, . 
Therefore fl = Qg 0 P, . Using fl-l instead of /a, we obtain /I = 9,o Qs 
which completes the proof of (4.2). 
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5. CONCLUDING KEM,~Rs 
This paper utilized a blend of the techniques of O’Meara [S] and the lifting 
of properties from the symplectic space over the residue field. A direct proof 
5 la the centralizer arguments of O’Meara is not possible due to the likelihood 
of zero divisors in R. On the other hand, it is not evident that the theory 
may be lifted directly from the residue field case. 
Kaplansky recently said that in many cases the principal hurdle to over- 
come is the battle with zero divisors. That is, results for arbitrary commutative 
rings often follow the footsteps of the local ring case. This was partially the 
case in the classification of the normal subgroups of the general linear group 
for commutative rings of finite stable range. The general formulation of the 
automorphism theory is unclear. 
In [9] a matris theoretic approach was employed which lay almost entirely 
within the context of the local ring to determine the automorphisms of the 
general Jinear group. 
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